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Idle air force base war

All content copyright © 2019 Neon Play. Neon Play Ltd, trading as Neon Play (Company No. 7187620), incorporated in England and Wales. About · Studio · Contact · Privacy Policy Do you feel nostalgic? Take a look at our old website #thosewerethedays Think the Cotswolds are boring? Think again. Check out Rock the Cotswolds. by Robman2227 on 2021/01/08 04:54 The
game is fine for now, but I wish they fix the planes Bc when my plane lands one of the bot planes run into it as there are a clouds of Mahdyui on 2021/01/02 18:41 What a stupid game I sent 25 Hercules against 1 infantry group their shows 99% of the win chance, but I lost and it funny I saw reviews people with the same problem but it seems developers do not care about it . Delete
it from the AppStore by WolfiePlays1247 on 2020/12/29 23:54 This game is generally very nice and has some amazing ideas inserted into it. Although this game is great war mechanic has flaws, if someone who reads this review hasn't played the game War is when you fight against AI, but you have no control over the battle, it's all RNG the more planes you have better chances of
winning is, I've been loosing wars where the enemy has one plane left and I have six, and my percentage is 96% win chance somehow AI has God on his side and just can't die and it's been very frustrating. If they can fix this big mistake I think this game would be amazing. at 9fjsk jg on 2020/12/26 08:10 I uhh had 15 c-5 galaxy fly vs 1 heavy ground unit. Which is a 99% chance of
victory I lost all 15 aircraft. by zaskar007 on 2020/12/26 00:53 Not only is this game great, it's not like other mobile games. They don't force you to see ads every 10 years. They always ask if you want to see ads, and even then it benefits both them and us when we see the ads. I totally recommend the game, 10/10 by h SGT jxnndnsndbdnd on 2020/12/24 22:05 �
�  good game of water boy 20164 on 2020/12/23 09:50 Pm Ok, I know that if you have a free game you need ads to make money, but every time you upgrade something or get something new, it immediately gives you an ad and it's the same ad every time. by catsarecool84269372638 on 2020/12/23 01:58 I personally like this game a lot. There
is one problem to make this a four star review. No matter how many planes I send in battle on operation red silver, it always gets stuck on the last device. I even sent 16 planes to fight against a single light army unit, and they were all destroyed. All in all, good game, but is a little buggy. by KH696 on 2020/12/18 17:47 So I had 10 F-16s go up against 1 enemy basic fighter. I lost all
10. I increased my hangar size and had 13 F-16s go fight the same 1 basic fighter and I lost again. Increased my hangar size again and had 14 F-16s go up against the same 1 basic fighter. Lost the battle again. Update, I've tried about 15 more times with number of troops, but fly or ground I can not beat an enemy with a maximum of 20 troops I am allowed to bring. Max number
of troops, but I can not 1 enemy. Obviously a broken combat system. by Emoji conqer on 2020/12/14 14:21 I like it because you can go to war with him others with the war you set up, but I do not like that we can not fight other players as in your second game military tycoon. by Solar_VFCOLONIAL on 2020/12/12 13:58 I'm on red silver and I have 8 planes going up against 1 AI and
some how AI wins so if you can fix it and actually make it an easy win I don't care if he takes out 3 of my guys so I win just doesn't make it like that where it's an easy win for me but instead AI wins. But overall, it's a good fight. by Dhddjdh on 2020/12/11 09:14 It's a fun game, but I don't know I'm going to lose 9 times in a row when I have a 99% win rate against a fighter jet, while I
have 10. This also happened with ground light infantry even when I had 9 C-130s. RNG should not work this way with the displayed percentage. by m9j'n8nhcg( on 2020/12/04 19:03 The game is fun, but pls change the matches at NiceToastyMuffin on 2020/12/03 01:19 So the game in the store and got it, played for like 10 minutes and well, the game stops on the tutorial and will
not go ahead after that. Literally will not let you complete the tutorial it just stops and sits on the menu screen. of teriyaki tornado on 2020/12/01 20:37 So we need air crew to build aircraft, Every time you build a plane, you lose the flight crew, so you'd think that by getting people through the gate would train cadets wrong, I got stuck on 0/101 flight crew for a few days, and now I'm
stuck on 15/101 for several days, why don't training recruits give you flight crew? by PorkSupreme on 2020/11/30 4:30 AM I contacted the developer about an error I experienced that stopped all my forward progress in the game. They asked me to download the latest version from the App Store and that the latest version in the store would solve my exact problem. The App Store
didn't have a new version they asked me to update to. When I told the developer that the version they suggested was not yet available, they apologized for the error and said that the new version would be released within a few days. It was about six weeks ago and they have not responded to further correspondence. If you are going to download this game, go ahead, but do not
spend any money on it. by Rider1324 on 2020/11/27 16:58 Good game, but the war is flocked by noob12345678901234567890 on 2020/11/25 15:51 This game would crash every 4 minutes or so, but I tried on 2 other devices and it would still crash.all and all this game is a waste of time and made by scammers. Very Crappy game by gnjjvh on 2020/11/24 03:35 The game keeps
freezing of Jax131313 on 2020/11/23 2 3:20 It's a decent game of turykey 636736 on 2020/11/19 18:10 I love this game 5 stars becuse it has wars in it. by Traylor Park on 2020/11/19 4:04 Not five minutes into the game it interrupts you to show an ad. No incentive, no warning, no possibility. It just interrupts it. Makes. Not acceptable. Uninstalled. by C0HIBA on
2020/11/14 5:39 It was fun and then I ran into the end. Never ran into an end to a game. I feel cheated. by SpAcE-nErD3.0 on 2020/11/09 20:24 When you finish operating alpha and go it to bravo in the tutorial you can not click home it does not work. Second wise it's a good game of sophia_maria_barnes on 2020/11/09 11:33 I put this because they put warthog off deathby13 on
2020/11/08 15:07 So I have all 20 C130 and a bunch of things to make my pilots better, but on the second map can I defeat light infantry with the way more planes? Tells me I have a 99% chance of winning and I have yet to win. It's very crappy and is why I give it a star. Would be better if you could add fighters with the C130's, but you can't. The game needs help. Will probably
take this game off. by Aran21223 on 2020/11/07 16:01 Idle games is my favorite of DavidMLS on 2020/11/07 00:30 After you have purchased Marshalling addition to the base and have twelve cadets training in all the previous base additions, you are at the point where everything is too expensive and all your gameplay comes to a screaming stop, all you can do at this point is try to
collect the coin for even minor upgrades. by rhs ajw ske kaw i einshwylqn on 2020/11/04 04:46 close to the barracks there is a red arrow and what I do in the barracks the red arrow never goes away by adding serve robux on 2020/11/01 00:50 I love this, but it lacks the f-22 raptor other than that this is perfect by MisfitSELF on 2020/10/28 11:51 Was a pretty nice game, but now it
only serves ads every time you press a button to upgrade one of your training areas. You spend more time watching ads than playing the game. The battle sequences also get old and waste a lot of time. Finally the game is buggy. It freezes up, and you often lose the lost minutes to an hour of such progress. by Red typhoon 18 on 2020/10/28 05:22 I like this game, but the last 13
times I have gone to matches in operation red silver, I have had only 1% odds of losing. And of the 13 games I've lost by the 1% margin. I attack with the power of the sun. I bring 10 AC-130s or like 8 f-16 and a single enemy device takes them all out. Definitely need fixed by Hdgfadhwrh on 2020/10/23 20:50 This game is absolutely amazing. Extremely fun and detailed. For the
developers if they read this you can create a marine version of this game. I own both the idle army and this game. It would be amazing if you did a third with the Navy. by me3me1me4me1 on 2020/10/19 13:00 It has come to a point where you can not even upgrade without ads popping up. Avoid this game if you value your sanity. at Officer_Cloud 2020/10/18 04:16 AMAZING
GAMES! I have three suggestions though, idle naval base, idle submarine, and idle coast guard! Thanks for the amazing game Update: They added forced ads. It's too much amount and I don't want to play anymore. by Chemdog94 on 2020/10/17 21:48 Have The game continues to crash, progress is lost when it does. In the game support button does not work, so no help I want
to delete this game in the hope of improved play on the future. by Deklyne on 2020/10/16 13:28 I love this game so much I love that there are more and more flights This game is the best of Boogerjc on 2020/10/15 20:38 The game is very fun. It's really fun to build up your base and also have battles with your plane, but sometimes the fighting is a little strange. Six light infantry
managed to beat my sixteen A-10 warthogs, 5 light infantry with the tank symbol (I would imagine they are tanks) beating 13 C-130s of NerdFace64 on 2020/10/15 04:14 Had this game in 5 minutes and I've already deleted it, forced ads when upgrading things, forced ads on anactive in-game is ridiculous. by Missionarydave on 2020/10/14 2:29 AM I had 160k in coins, but when the
app crashed and when I reopened my coins were gone ... Uninstall!! by Doc cr on 2020/10/03 14:53 The game can be much more fun, but the number of ads is insane, and now with the latest changes there are even more ads added in just during playing the game. On top of the fact that it costs wicked amounts to advance in the game as if you want to you either have to pay real
money or endure endless ads. by Acherfelli on 2020/10/03 00:57 I wanted an idle game just like this, but it is not an inactive game. The game requires your device to have the game open to train pilots. I'm not going to leave the phone on for it. If you're ok with this then the game is great! But I can't give it more than an average score. by Bardsnoodles on 2020/10/02 14:08 Where
did the plane go? The C130 sits in the trailer, but my other planes only poof. I liked being able to see them before the update, pls fix by Tyr114 on 2020/10/01 08:05 With the new update in war they give you a percentage of victory. I had 15 recon drones to 5 enemy with a 99% chance of victory, and I still lost. There has to be better balancing or there's really no point in doing a war.
That said, the game is otherwise not too bad. by Strangeling21 on 2020/09/30 01:24 Adds galore. Spending money in-game leads to mandatory 5 other ads in addition to roulette wheel ads and timer ads. by bay  on 2020/09/29 10:50 This game is amazing, but it will not count recruits anymore and when I tired of getting the support button would not work. Please fix I
need to build more planes. by emtck on 2020/09/29 00:19 The game is fun and thoughtless, but the problem I keep running into (as I have reported) is that my flier to build aircraft does not always add up. I can sit there for 5 minutes and not get any more pilots to build planes. Also, seeing some ads where all sites work out right away doesn't work. by Mr . Bullet on 2020/09/26
17:59 Fun and cool by Brady Gillen on 2020/09/26 16:08 Thank you so much for the game I hope you have a wonderful weekend and I got 5 stars!!!! by 1lik3p4nd4s on 2020/09/25 23:22 Everything is great about Game! It's really fun to play! But there is one thing, while I play, sometimes the game saves saves sometimes it doesn't when I click out of the app. Then I lost some play.
All in all, it's amazing! by Isabel Calhoun lopez on 2020/09/24 20:15 Fun! You should get off Klein325 on 2020/09/20 2:25 BEST GAME EVER I think you should defiantly make a Navy Inactive game I would love it if you wanted. love all the games you do bro. by TheOriginalDoomslayer on 2020/09/19 03:07 This game is amazing it is as addicting as when you play it you can not
stop I have played for 3 hours in a row. At first I thought this game was rubbish, but when I downloaded it is so addicting and fun. by WishIcouldmapschooldistricts on 2020/09/15 19:26 This game keeps me up all night it's so much fun!!! by E-UH on 2020/09/14 03:13 I have flying aces and air commander and the game is still impossible to beat. It will cost 81.3aa to unlock the next
course which is not the last to go ahead. There is no chance even though I played this game all the time for the rest of this year I could put it together. I have most of my other training areas maxed out for training value and fighting wars giving pennies compared to what I need to do something. Don't waste money or time, this game isn't worth playing because you hit a wall the
moment you make decent progress by mjffzs on 2020/09/12 15:06 I love this game, but there are some glitches that I encountered: one is some progress saving not another is basic five fighters can take out four f-16 fighting falcons and there are three left please update to fix this. by Flyb0y on 2020/09/11 17:18 The game opened and had little to not help. I started tapping the
screen and slowly figured it out. And others saw tend to your base wish there was more we could do with going to war and actually strategising the battle part of the game. But love the graphics and the layout! by enigma2977 on 2020/09/09 00:02 Why can't I continue my iPhone game on my iPad when I get home? Your second game idle army base let us. From day one, this
should be an option through Game Center. No excuse for not having this ready to go. by dscsb on 2020/09/08 17:37 The wheel is rigged in a good way every time I spin I get something extremely good of dave818818 on 2020/09/07 11:21 Game crashes often. Once started billions and than trillions are missing and you will be taken back to previous levels that you have to do again.
by yougunonedberfordat on 2020/09/05 22:42 This game is nothing more than your average idle tycoon, the only good things about this game are being able to go to war, and hardly any ads. Would recommend by gt-bob on 2020/09/05 20:20 The game was mediocre, When you get to the actual matches, the part was quite lame. I uninstalled the game when I saw an ad using the
Lord's name in vain. by MRJAMESER13 on 2020/09/03 19:26 What a game best game I have one problem devices is quite strange. But great game! by fhfjdmdndndjd on 2020/09/03 Neon make an idle navy game like this all your games are great, but you need another game like this one simulator would be awesome by electrikblue3 on 2020/09/02 20:38 game is great it's very
relaxed just turn it on and upgrade the training field and so it's a good game it has a bug that I've encountered after some progression in the wars when trying to take off some of the planes app will completely crash and will reset you a way back I spent quite a while just spamming ads and buying A10s just for the game to crash when I tried to split said A-10s good game but bugs
must be solved by knighteye101 on 2020/08/30 4:52 I love this game, and everything but I just do not understand why there is no upgrade speed it is super slow your idle army game has increase speed , but not this game Why? Please update this by army49erfan on 2020/08/30 00:57 It's funny I'll kill you if you don't get that cool not stupid not stupid. It's good, so get it now. by
AlsoMine on 2020/08/29 4:39 has crashed twice on me. Reset my progress both times back a couple of major upgrades. Frustrating to keep redoing. by caden z u o h on 2020/08/27 23:38 Stop crashing at angry view 196 on 2020/08/26 04:32  of stinkalink300 on 2020/08/25 16:33 I love this game so much! I'd like to be able to control my planes in the war.
I also want you to add speed because I'm very hospitalized. Other than that, BEST GAME EVER! by zooba is rubbish on 2020/08/24 14:31 The best idle game ever by James B successfully on 2020/08/22 01:06 Fun game, but continue to take money from me by GexxxxDragon on 2020/08/21 23:07 I'm not able to get the feat of the range gun. It's stuck at 26/50, and I'm in the
hundreds. by mdejvsllwkak46 $ $ $ 3 / on 2020 / 08 / 20 23:07 The game seems fun at first, but after only a little time you find out that it is rigged where you can not advance without spending money. Tons of ads and in war doesn't matter how many numbers you have over opponents they get 6-8 moves for every 1-2 of yours, so you always lose!!!! by Fsjdnddidms on 2020/08/19
13:20 Need to make flights cheaper. Other than that the game is fun by mrbeavergaming on 2020/08/18 16:50 Very fun to play it's so good by Clay Griep on 2020/08/18 03:20 Fun game, love to get immersed in it! But I'm not a fan of the progression gradient, I just unlocked the F-35 and the next war I'm in should I have B2? I'm struggling to make 1 billion, let alone a trillion! by
aarow75 on 2020/08/17 23:34 Tons ads but good play by Tonya612 on 2020/08/17 19:54 This game very funny but it pretty gets boring and I like how to get a wheel to spin 3 times so yes it's my reviews, and I hope their some updates soon.  of LuckyTuck21 on 2020/08/17 01:39 I don't understand it realistically, but I find it hard to believe that the fighting is based on 50/50
chances every attack when the enemy hits my planes 6 times before I land one, so I end up to lose 10 planes to take out a guy on the ground. And the entire A-10 warthog is decimated by ground units?!?! If you are going to make an air force game at least allow me to use my fighter pilots fighter pilots escorts to my paratroopers!!! by ReVerSe Revv on 2020/08/15 21:07 I
downloaded this game and started it was like idle army base, but when I went to war, the game requires strategy. It's very funny I recommend this game which is why it's 5 stars. by Chrish62704 on 2020/08/14 00:36 It is a great idle game and a clear improvement over the developer's last game, Idle Army Base. The war aspect may need a complete overhaul. Winning a match
seems to be entirely based on a hidden, random roll of the dice. It seems ok at first, and then 2 ground enemies defeat 10 of the aircraft for no apparent reason. After a while, it just looks like the game is pushing you to create more and more planes that are becoming increasingly resource-depleted. It's just not funny, not at all, but it's a big part of the game. It would be nice to
improve/strengthen your flight so you would have a better chance of winning, or at least not losing as many in a match. The best thing about the game, buying no ads option means that there are literally no more ads. No forced ads, no ads for increases, no to spin the wheel, none at all. Thank you for sticking to your promises Neonplay. by mobilespaceboi on 2020/08/13 17:55 It's
a good game.but during wars,a person can manage to take out 2 big planes.nothing else.nothing other than 1 person.does not make sense of dooooooooopp oggs on 2020/08/13 03:28 I like it, but the store when I buy something it never gets through and I spent 8 buck for a scam and I want the game to change, and I get those things by duck42069 on 2020/08/12 13:28 I love the
game, but what ruins it is that there to many ads and a group fighter can get to places very fast, but in this game no and all to expensive by banning challanger on 2020/08/11 14:14:1 43 This game is good the only thing is on the third war there is 1 soldier left on his team I have 5 C130s and he shot them all down and another load of C130s. by kingoooolp on 2020/08/09 19:26
Going well of shocklogic1 on 2020/08/09 19:26 Going well by shocklogic1 on 2020/08/09 19:26 Going well off shocklogic1 on 2020/08/09 07 3:23 So all the ads you need to see to get bonus things like ports for 30seconds or something like that Have the ads seem to freeze and then you have to finish closing the app and opening it again, and you have lost all you had in the base
training that you needed in barracks for your plans of jerjer12 on 2020/08/06 19:50 I like the game but I just completed operation black viper and unlocked maintenance training program, but then the game reset all progress earned in the last day and then it put the black viper operation back to 16% and the maintenance program I have to buy it again?! Oh and also add a kind of
prestige system to make it a little easier because the prices for each new type of aircraft and program are 100x more than the last and each new program gives the same amount of money as the last so when you get the seventh it takes three months to get the next so that is not even so balanced!? at texas Tech  Tech  2020/08/05 20:30 It's fun, but do it a lot like the inactive
army base of Bolloxim on 2020/08/05 18:26 As much fun as this game is, eventually you will hit a barrier that even spending money can't fix. SR71 that you need to open the map up to actually fight. It is fundamentally impossible now to continue the war component of the game. Also I feel like they missed strategy with the devices. I can't decide to use my heavy bombers on an
easy target.. means I can't destroy two easy targets at once.. or I can not use my pre-fighters against light fighters.. it feels like I could or should have more options with devices that feel like a big miss, eventually RNG used is very much biased against you, but if you fail the first time you have usually hurt enough of them for the second race. Although another massive irritation is
reinforcements. I'm going to wipe out the reinforcements in a fight, but the following fight a few seconds later they reinforce someone else.. it's just weird and feels like a total cheat. of a causal relationship on 2020/08/01 20:43 So.. THIS GAME IS THE BEST!!! I love this game! It's so fun, not like the other inactive games, it's a point to build. To win the war! But it can be hard to
start... And two other things, first of all I would like when building a plane, it should be a workspace where your crew builds the plane. Another thing is that instead of the planes being in each other when they take off or land it does it one by one. I hope you look at my suggestions and do something, but it's okay if you don't do this is the end of my review! see later!!  And also
when the game means with 5 light ground units it means 5 light layers of ground units, this is for other people. Oh and when the game says 5 light ground units game means 5 layers of light ground units. by Leo.Negron on 2020/07/31 23:26 Not really an inactive game. Dudes don't upgrade if you're not on the game all the time. So you will get stuck and see the slow progress before
you can go to war. Getting old fast. by xxphysco on 2020/07/30 23:13 Send in 12 A10s against an infantry group of 10 and I got completely dried. They had no reinforcements as I only used my other 8 A-10s vs. 5 infantry units!!! I don't know if you don't understand how TF aircraft work, but the infantry squad is never going to wipe a troop of the A-10s. I understand that it must be a
difficult factor, but I'm only at the 25% boost stage and throughout the campaign there is nothing but unfair matchups vs ai. Why can't we send planes out with a plane or aggressive gun run or high altitude bombings. Not this sends all my planes in just so I can take out a small platoon of 5 people. I see tremendous potential, but you squeeze the game and those who play it just to
make money. It is very obvious at least to me, but please focus on the difficulty and add more options Operations. I doubt you will even read this, but can you fix your game and make it actually fun to play and not an agonizing agonizing tormentor Have a great day. by Ladybugg24 on 2020/07/30 13:59 This game is very fun to play I'm ready on lighting! by Guest0254 on
2020/07/29 01:54 There is a lot of potential in the game I love it. The only problem I have is when it comes to matches, someone can say overkill but if I have 11 planes and I go towards 5 ... I can understand losing two the most, but dropping down to 4 when I started with 11 seems a bit absurd. I have upgraded the value also of my fighters, so I am confused at this point. by
jsckosmv on 2020/07/29 01:46 You can have 10 aircraft while the enemy AI has 5. But you can lose all your planes while the enemy doesn't lose a single one. It feels like it takes forever to make planes and just to be knocked down by some broken AI is furious. Nerf hell out of AI please. Then I'll come back and change the assessment. by al pope 23 on 2020/07/26 18:32 This
game would take years to complete unless you want to spend money to do so. Unrealistic prices and the need for new aircraft to complete the mission introduced too quickly. of a causal relationship on 2020/08/01 20:43 So.. THIS GAME IS THE BEST!!! I love this game! It's so fun, not like the other inactive games, it's a point to build. To win the war! But it can be hard to start...
And two other things, first of all I would like when building a plane, it should be a workspace where your crew builds the plane. Another thing is that instead of the planes being in each other when they take off or land it does it one by one. I hope you look at my suggestions and do something, but it's okay if you don't do this is the end of my review! see later!!  And also when the
game means with 5 light ground units it means 5 light layers of ground units, this is for other people. Oh and when the game says 5 light ground units game means 5 layers of light ground units. by Bolloxim on 2020/08/05 18:26 As much fun as this game is, eventually you will hit a barrier that even spend money can not fix. SR71 that you need to open the map up to actually fight. It
is fundamentally impossible now to continue the war component of the game. Also I feel like they missed strategy with the devices. I can't decide to use my heavy bombers on an easy target.. means I can't destroy two easy targets at once.. or I can not use my pre-fighters against light fighters.. it feels like I could or should have more options with devices that feel like a big miss,
eventually RNG used is very much biased against you, but if you fail the first time you have usually hurt enough of them for the second race. Although another massive irritation is reinforcements. I'm going to wipe out the reinforcements in a fight, but the following fight a few seconds later they reinforce someone else.. it's just weird and feels like a total cheat. by Chrish62704 on
2020/08/14 00:36 It is a great idle game and a clear improvement over the developer's last game, Idle Army Base. The war aspect could use completely complete Winning a match seems to be entirely based on a hidden, random roll of the dice. It seems ok at first, and then 2 ground enemies defeat 10 of the aircraft for no apparent reason. After a while, it just looks like the game is
pushing you to create more and more planes that are becoming increasingly resource-depleted. It's just not funny, not at all, but it's a big part of the game. It would be nice to improve/strengthen your flight so you would have a better chance of winning, or at least not losing as many in a match. The best thing about the game, buying no ads option means that there are literally no
more ads. No forced ads, no ads for increases, no to spin the wheel, none at all. Thank you for sticking to your promises Neonplay. by Connor wg on 2020/05/29 14:05 There is a lot of good gameplay compared to the first game in this area, but there are many errors. In war mode it will start to torment out where the planes drop bombs come before the attack itself gets started, and
it sometimes won't draw the numbers when the enemy gets hit which has resulted in me losing many battles just from a mistake. There is also a bug where it will start destroying your planes before the fight starts, and it will only sometimes crash completely. It's just not fun to play with all these errors, and if they were fixed maybe I would consider investing in some things like
customization or 2x profits. by xxphysco on 2020/07/30 23:13 Send in 12 A10s against an infantry group of 10 and I got completely dried. They had no reinforcements as I only used my other 8 A-10s vs. 5 infantry units!!! I don't know if you don't understand how TF aircraft work, but the infantry squad is never going to wipe a troop of the A-10s. I understand that it must be a difficult
factor, but I'm only at the 25% boost stage and throughout the campaign there is nothing but unfair matchups vs ai. Why can't we send planes out with a plane or aggressive gun run or high altitude bombings. Not this sends all my planes in just so I can take out a small platoon of 5 people. I see tremendous potential, but you squeeze the game and those who play it just to make
money. It is very obvious at least to me, but please focus on the difficulty and add more options for operations. I doubt you will even read this, but can you fix your game and make it actually fun to play and not an agonizing headache. Have a great day. by jipokmmm on 2020/06/29 22:44 When you have five planes and you go towards an AI and there is one plane you lose, and it
makes no sense because I have much more Fly and how do you turn it and also how do you press to win because as I have played this game for that two days 34 days and as you can not do it it is as almost impossible to try to beat it so the developer of the game on you can just put tips on how to be able to turn our planes when you have five it gives Opinion. by A.Martin.M on
2020/06/01 2:48 pm An example of this is that I I 9 fighters take on only five enemy jets, but somehow I lose the battle which is stupid because I have a little more jets, but somehow I recruit the stupidest people to pilot the jet another example is when I took on a five group of people on the ground and I have 11 of the first planes u get and somehow I lost to people on the ground
when it looked like I had a Ac 130 let's be honest who would win five people on the ground with weapons OR 11 multi-million dollar aircraft that have the power to take out an entire building you choose  This game is fun and making money is actually achievable unlike their other games that are army idle that the game takes to pond long time to get money it's sad , but the game
must fix its match type chances because the chances are far higher on enemies made than us Fix game you can dev of Drifter Boy on 2020/06/25 18:54 I do not know who was decided to make the cost so much to buy things in this game, but it's not right, b2 spirit is 107T, every single airman is 1T after 190 is achieved, free fall is 561T, come on guys what's with the prices, you
have to paint for months on end just to buy one thing. Not to mention even fighting in the wars you need B2 spirit and SR71 as I &amp;amp; #39; m sure is a terrible price too. You have to adjust the prices of everything in the game to make this game even playable past a certain point. Great game, terrible prices since your base can't even make money to fund the things needed,
even with 110% bonus to income. Hopefully you'll fix these familiar problems for everyone. by angel reyes1234567891011 on 2020/05/29 02:16 I loved this game when I got it. I still do, but it's too hard to make money. I get it, it's a free mobile game, so it has to have ads to make money, which is fine, but I hardly make money to train people. 38 for each trainee, but the A-10 is
200k. Although I see ads I only get 5k tops. The only thing I want for this game is increased reward. Also that this game does not become the new bit life where after every other click there is an ad. I really enjoyed this game at first, but watching the 200k A-10 really made me want to stop playing. Just to clarify I like the way the ads work. They're not that bad, and we get a lot of
things for the ads. by jerjer12 on 2020/08/06 19:50 I like the game but I just completed operation black viper and unlocked maintenance training program, but then the game reset all progress earned in the last day and then it put the black viper operation back to 16% and the maintenance program I have to buy it again?! Oh and also add a kind of prestige system to make it a little
easier because the prices for each new type of aircraft and program are 100x more than the last and each new program gives the same amount of money as the last so when you get the seventh it takes three months to get the next one so the cash balance system is not even so balanced!? of Red slinger on on 22:58 I was hooked on the idle army base when it first came out and
it was my favorite game to play on my phone, but when I hit the game I was bored, but when I saw you released this game and it's so much better. I love the war and jet addition to the game. Just a friendly suggestion, but I personally would love to see an inactive naval base. I think it would be very interesting and fun to play. Thank you for your time and keep up the hard work. by
Les S. on 2020/06/14 09:39 I like this game and idle army, but this takes forever to develop. I'm stuck waiting to make 100+ billion dollars for the next fighter. Now, with the latest upgrade I can only earn two hours offline. Are you serious? I've already paid for all upgrades and now you want me to pay another $10 just so I can keep warning offline when it used to be 8 hours free or
watch videos? I get you need to make money but seems like it would be cheaper or keep the same with videos and free for those of us who have already paid to play ad for free. I quickly lose interest in this game and regret the money I have spent on this and inactive army. by Freeman18d on 2020/06/14 08:02 Don't be mistaken I love this game. It's easy to put many hours into it,
and there really are some good mechanics to it. However, I am very disappointed with the new Flying Ace featured in the latest update. You used to be able to watch ads to keep your base open for up to 8 hours, in addition to earning stars every 24 hours. But now you have to pay money or your base only stays open 2 hours. The pace of this game is extremely slow and I would
rely heavily on using the x3 feature to earn some decent money. by WolfiePlays1247 on 2020/12/29 23:54 This game is generally very nice and has some amazing ideas inserted into it. Although this game is great war mechanic has flaws, if someone who reads this review hasn't played the game War is when you fight against AI, but you have no control over the battle, it's all RNG
the more planes you have better chances of winning is, I've been loosing wars where the enemy has one plane left and I have six, and my percentage is 96% win chance somehow AI has God on his side and just can't die and it's been very frustrating. If they can fix this big mistake I think this game would be amazing. by PorkSupreme on 2020/11/30 4:30 AM I contacted the
developer about an error I experienced that stopped all my forward progress in the game. They asked me to download the latest version from the App Store and that the latest version in the store would solve my exact problem. The App Store didn't have a new version they asked me to update to. When I told the developer that the version they suggested was not yet available,
they apologized for the error and said that the new version would be released within a few days. It was about six weeks ago, and they have not on further correspondence. If you are going to download this game, go ahead but do not spend any money money It. by Very Gratuitous SOB on 2020/06/15 23:53 The new feature where your base was only open two hours while you were
away, paying $9.99 to allow it to stay open ten hours is absolutely ridiculous. This game was a fun way to pass the time and I didn't mind paying a little for no ads, and to rename my base. But paying $9.99 for a feature to double the income, which became useless when they added only open two hours while away feature and then have to pay another $9.99 for a feature that was
already free, is not correct. I will not play more of this game or other inactive games until this is resolved. by hihgssd on 2020/07/10 11:09 Considering how much I love the Air Force and how much I study world wars and modern technology and there are aircraft, I know all these aircraft. How much money is needed for the planes is actually good, you don't want people with 1
million dollars buying a B2, which doesn't make sense. So having prices high and getting people to work for that is what I like about it. This game is super amazing and realistic. All the planes in this game are awesome and games war mode is super good. love it! by zaskar007 on 2020/12/26 00:53 Not only is this game great, it's not like other mobile games. They don't force you to
see ads every 10 years. They always ask if you want to see ads, and even then it benefits both them and us when we see the ads. I totally recommend the game, 10/10 by electrikblue3 on 2020/09/02 20:38 game is great it's very relaxed just turn it on and upgrade the training field and so it's a good game it has a bug that I've encountered after some progression in the wars when
trying to take off some of the aircraft app will completely crash and will reset you a way back I spent a good while just spamming ads and buying A10s just for the game to crash when I tried to split said A-10s good game, but bugs must be solved by halosurfer21 on 2020/05/29 00:55 The game is very funny so far, but for the c-130 hanger, I have a capacity of 3 , and it says that I
have 3 / 3 c-130 when I actually only have 1. When I go to war, it only allows for 1 c-130 to fight, and then the hanger goes back to 2/3, so I can only rebuild one. Closing the app hasn't worked and I hope you can fix this in the nearest update. by XxCroakerxX on 2020/06/17 02:48 The game was great. I had fun even paid for no ads. Then they released an update that changed
offline earnings and it ruined the game, but the developers listened and responded in a very quick way and solved the problem. I really like the war aspect that other inactive games lack. by mister_bag on 2020/07/01 2:26 Okay well the game is quite funny but needs a tutorial. Another problem, however, is rng to win a battle, for example, if the enemy has 5 planes and I have 14
there is no way the enemy can beat me in real life. But I guess there is a 1/2 chance to kill one so if I just get unlucky I could lose to 5 aircraft. Make it so that the amount of aircraft stacks on the chances of winning to make it more realistic. by Hskcyrnsidnsjdmdudbal on 2020/06/15 00:34 Picked this game up, quite a few ads, but not quite bombardment, liked it, enjoyed the
mechanics of war, picked up no ads + benefits with ads for $10 (?), playing it on and off for maybe a week or two. Then I get another post loading screen, now they have removed 8 hour (previous ads to fill it, or none if you bought the benefits), now they have a separate option to buy what they previously included, it goes some of the money they would have made from me, fûck
you scammers. by craszybadboy on 2020/06/19 23:54 I like this game as much as the next game, but the ads make it so that all fans can get more money it's the same thing this company makes so much money of us, and we don't get that much in return it's the same in idle military base and this war you could have more than your enemy and still lose I sent 10 c-130 Hercules and
it was 5 Light infantry and it shot them all down by 1lik3p4nd4s on 2020/09/25 23:22 Everything is great about this game! It's really fun to play! But there is one thing, while I play, sometimes saves the game, and sometimes it does not when I click out of the app. Then I lost some play. All in all, it's amazing! by Guest0254 on 2020/07/29 01:54 There is a lot of potential in the game I
love it. The only problem I have is when it comes to matches, someone can say overkill but if I have 11 planes and I go towards 5 ... I can understand losing two the most, but dropping down to 4 when I started with 11 seems a bit absurd. I have upgraded the value also of my fighters, so I am confused at this point. by DavidMLS on 2020/11/07 00:30 After you have purchased
Marshalling addition to the base and have twelve cadets training in all the previous base additions, you are at the point where everything is too expensive and all your gameplay comes to a screaming stop, all you can do at this point is try to collect the coin for even minor upgrades. by TCPATTERSON on 2020/06/15 2:30 This game is fine, but it has a fatal error; you can have
double the planes as your enemy and they still win. Even worse, you could have triple ... and they still win. This is done deliberately to make you spend money. Although it is not terrible, this game definitely wants to force people to spend money. You should probably avoid this game if you get frustrated easily. by Emoji conqer on 2020/12/14 14:21 I like it because you can go to war
with him others with the war you set up, but I do not like that we can not fight other players as in your second game military tycoon. by L_Brandon on 2020/06/05 01:30 Great idea and it was done pretty decent, too bad it's broken. It becomes impossible to make money without being offline for 2 days. I am 24hrs I did 20B, each upgrade worth something costs 1-150B. Which means
that you do not have to play for a to only upgrade at a maximum of 20 things, which as will only earn you 1B more the next day. Second, the wars are broken. I've lost a 1v15 fight, but somehow won a 5v1 suicide mission. Wars are basically just turning a coin to see if you win or not, regardless of troop numbers. by KH696 on 2020/12/18 17:47 So I had 10 F-16s go up against 1
enemy basic fighter. I lost all 10. I increased my hangar size and had 13 F-16s go fight the same 1 basic fighter and I lost again. Increased my hangar size again and had 14 F-16s go up against the same 1 basic fighter. Lost the battle again. Update, I've tried about 15 more times with the maximum number of troops, but fly or ground I can't beat an enemy with a maximum of 20
troops I'm allowed to bring. The maximum number of troops, but I can't beat an enemy. Obviously a broken combat system. by MisfitSELF on 2020/10/28 11:51 Was a pretty nice game, but now it only serves ads every time you press a button to upgrade one of your training areas. You spend more time watching ads than playing the game. The battle sequences also get old and
waste a lot of time. Finally the game is buggy. It freezes up, and you often lose the lost minutes to an hour of such progress. by edsel6 on 2020/06/17 15:54 This is my second negative review. Version 11 took away our ability to run the base offline for 10 hours without paying $9.99 for Flying Ace hang up. Something we've already paid for when we paid $9.99 to remove the ads.
Now version 12 seems to have restored offline earnings back with no more Flying Ace. But e we have lost the ability to earn stars every 24 hours to increase our Epic upgrades. So you haven't recovered this at all. by Cld22497 on 2020/06/25 16:04 It was a good game not to challenge or brutal to develop, but then they added the Ace to the game. Now is limited to only 2 hours
offline time making it almost impossible to develop within a reasonable time. It will take days of constant login exactly 2 hours apart to get on the upgrade. Made the game its way to the dull of Shaft5150 on 2020/06/15 13:10 Began to live this. Paid $10 to remove the need to watch videos. It was great, but then I hit a wall where everything costs trillions and it will take me ages to
get there. The solution: open the game every 8 hours, collect money, rinse ... Repeat. Then they update the game to remove the ability to let the game run 8 hours and I have to pay another $10 to get it back. At this pace, it will take me months of pointless grinding to do something. Blatant Cash Grab ... Deleted. by Johnathan.T.E on 2020/06/04 00:40 This game is fun and
everything, but if the enemy has more than half the planes you have, the loss is pretty much guaranteed. I wish it was more realistic on the chances and did not give the enemy an immediate advantage. It also takes forever to get more recruits to build planes, especially more expensive and how much it costs upgrade the barracks. by Flyb0y on 2020/09/11 17:18 The game opened
and had little to not help. I just started tapping the screen slowly figured it out. And others saw tend to your base wish there was more we could do with going to war and actually strategising the battle part of the game. But love the graphics and the layout! by FunnyVirusT20 on 2020/06/26 04:07 Although it is very funny at first, it gets very annoying, I mean I get the ads give the
creator money, you can not only force so many ads on one person. It's to the point where I have to take 12 c-130s to a match with 5 light ground infantry, and only come out with 2 again. It is extremely difficult to make money without ads. by Joonyer1016 on 2020/05/31 20:43 The prerequisite for the game seems very cool and I like it so far, but it seems everything you do has an
ad related to it that gives you 30 seconds or so of benefit. If they would do away with any of the ads, I think the game would be much better! Don't really want to spend money to eliminate your ads either. by LuckyTuck21 on 2020/08/17 01:39 I don't understand it realistically, but I find it hard to believe that the fighting is based on 50/50 chances every attack when the enemy hits my
planes 6 times before I land one, so I end up losing 10 planes to take out 1 guy on the ground. And the entire A-10 warthog is decimated by ground units?!?! If you're going to make an air force game at least allow me to use my fighter pilots as an escort to my paratroopers!!! by Aurora find on 2020/06/03 07:06 Honestly I like the game, but the reason I gave it four stars is because
war mode or battle mode is strange you could have 10 planes and them 5, but they will win I suggest only to create and upgrade the stations instead of playing battle mode otherwise a good game of catsarecool84269372638 on 2020/12/23 01:58 I personally like this game a lot. There is one problem to make this a four star review. No matter how many planes I send in battle on
operation red silver, it always gets stuck on the last device. I even sent 16 planes to fight against a single light army unit, and they were all destroyed. All in all, good game, but is a little buggy. by Solar_VFCOLONIAL on 2020/12/12 13:58 I'm on red silver and I have 8 planes going up against 1 AI and some how AI wins so if you can fix it and actually make it an easy win I don't care
if he takes out 3 of my guys so I win just doesn't make it like that where it's an easy win for me but instead AI wins. But overall, it's a good fight. by t.mitchell360 on 2020/06/14 13:43 This was a good little game before this latest update is like now just to get your money. Now you have to pay $9.99 to keep your base open when you're not playing just to make more money. Before
you could watch a video for up to 8 hours. It's going to take FOREVER to raise enough money in the game to upgrade and add new things. The problem is that I really started to like this game as well. by E-mano on 2020/07/14 00:27 It crashes way too much for a provider with so many games as neon games. Also, and I do not know if it is directly their fault or or of which ad service
they use, but it freezes too much when you choose something and the ad tries to start. by bigired on 2020/06/25 07:23 Dude war is stupid one-sided. You can 15 against 5 enemies and lose. come on. 15 c130s against how many infantry units want to stand up to any gunship is going to lose. Excuse. And if it's going to be ridiculous anyway, it might be an option to skip the lame war
sequence. Appreciate the effort, but honestly I just want to do the stupid repetitive matches and get my bonus off You Can't Have My Name on 2020/06/24 17:38 It's fun, but the plane should have a more realistic exit. 10 AC130 vs 5 groups of light infantry results in a win, but you lose around 9 AC130's. An AC130 would certainly destroy light infantry. You should also be able to
bring planes you want to the fight, that is, escorts or another ground attack aircraft. I don't understand why I can't bring my A-10s with my AC130s. Apart from this, it's pretty funny. by TheOriginalDoomslayer on 2020/09/19 03:07 This game is amazing it is so addicting as when you play it you can not stop I have played for 3 hours straight. At first I thought this game was rubbish, but
when I downloaded it is so addicting and fun. by emtck on 2020/09/29 00:19 The game is fun and thoughtless, but the problem I keep running into (as I have reported) is that my flier to build aircraft does not always add up. I can sit there for 5 minutes and not get any more pilots to build planes. Also, seeing some ads where all sites work out right away doesn't work. Work.
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